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NOTE-The editing instructions contained in this amendment define how to merge the material contained
herein into the existing base standard and its amendments to form a comprehensive standard.

The editing instructions are shown bold italic. Four editing instructions are used: change, delete, insert, and
replace. Change is used to make small corrections in existing text or tables. The editing instruction specifies
the location of the change and describes what is being changed by either by using strikethrough (to remove
old material) or underscore (to add new material). Delete removes existing material. Insert adds new
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instructions are given in the editing instruction. Replace is used to make large changes in existing text,
subclauses, tables, or figures by removing existing material and replacing it with new material. Editorial
notes will not be carried over into future editions because the changes will be incorporated into the base
standard.
1. Overview

1.1 Scope

This document specifies OFDMA physical layer and medium access control layer enhancements to IEEE Std 802.16 for licensed bands to enable the operation of relay stations. Subscriber station specifications are not changed.

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this amendment is to enhance coverage, throughput and system capacity of 802.16 networks by specifying 802.16 multihop relay capabilities and functionalities of interoperable relay stations and base stations.
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